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Cause Synonyms, Cause Antonyms | Thesaurus.com c.1200, "reason for action, grounds for action; motive," from Old French cause "cause, reason; lawsuit, case in
law" (12c.), and directly from Latin causa "a cause; a reason; interest; judicial process, lawsuit," of unknown origin. Cause - definition of cause by The Free
Dictionary cause - a series of actions advancing a principle or tending toward a particular end; "he supported populist campaigns"; "they worked in the cause of world
peace"; "the team was ready for a drive toward the pennant"; "the movement to end slavery"; "contributed to the war effort. Causes of dementia - NHS Information on
what causes dementia, including the different types of dementia, such as Alzheimer's disease and vascular dementia.

CAUSE | meaning in the Cambridge English Dictionary cause definition: 1. the reason why something, especially something bad, happens: 2. a reason to feel
something or to behave in a particular way: 3. a socially valuable principle that is strongly supported by some people: . Learn more. Cause | Define Cause at
Dictionary.com Cause definition, a person or thing that acts, happens, or exists in such a way that some specific thing happens as a result; the producer of an effect:
You have been the cause of much anxiety. What was the cause of the accident? See more. Autism spectrum disorder (ASD) - Causes - NHS The exact cause of
autism spectrum disorder (ASD) is currently unknown. It's a complex condition and may occur as a result of genetic predisposition (a natural tendency),
environmental or unknown factors.

cause | Definition of cause in English by Oxford Dictionaries Definition of cause - a person or thing that gives rise to an action, phenomenon, or condition, a
principle, aim, or movement to which one is committed. Obesity - Causes - NHS Read about the main cause of obesity â€“ eating too much and moving too little.
Underlying health conditions and taking certain medications can also contribute to. prepositions - Cause for vs cause of - English Language ... This ngram would
suggest that cause for is not as frequently used as "cause of". "Cause for" seems to mean "a valid reason for", as in "cause for alarm". "Cause of" implies a causal
relationship, as in "this is the cause of that.

Causes of Diabetes - What Causes Diabetes? Diabetes causes vary depending on your genetic makeup, family history, ethnicity, health and environmental factors.
There is no common diabetes cause that fits every type of diabetes. The reason there is no defined diabetes cause is because the causes of diabetes vary depending on
the individual and the type.
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